Figure 6. The mediating effect of emotion dysregulation on the relationships between weight based psychological aggression and eating disorder symptoms and body consciousness and sexual coercion victimization and eating disorder symptoms and body consciousness.
Note: (1) GP refers to the Guilt/Pressure subscale; (2) RC refers to the Retaliatory/Coercive Communication subscale; (3) Sex refers to the sexual coercion victimization measure; (4) BMI refers to body mass index; (5) DERS_T refers to the emotion dysregulation total score; (6) DERS_AC refers to the Nonacceptance of Emotion Responses subscale; (7) DERS_G refers to the Difficulties in Engaging in Goal-Directed Behavior subscale; (8) DERS_I refers to the Impulse Control Difficulties subscale; (9) DERS_AW refers to the Lack of Emotional Awareness subscale; (10) DERS_S refers to the Limited Access to Emotion Regulation Strategies subscale; (11) DERS_C refers to the Lack of Emotional Clarity subscale; (12) EDEQ_T refers to the eating disorder symptoms total score; (13) Restrain refers to the Restrain subscale; (14) Eating refers to the Eating subscale; (15) Shape refers to the Shape subscale; (16) Weight refers to the Weight subscale; (17) OBCS_T refers to the body consciousness total score; (18) BSV refers to the body surveillance subscale; (19) BSH refers to the body shame subscale; and (20) ACB refers to the appearance control beliefs.
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